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The pandemic has changed many aspects of all of our 
working lives. Long office meetings turned into virtual 
ones, the daily 9 to 5 schedule into flexible remote work, 
and landline calls started to slowly be replaced by VoIP - a 
solution that is cheaper, easier to set up, and far more 
adaptable than analog lines. 

The result? According to Parks Associates, the number of 
voice and video calls being made and received more than 
tripled in 2020. 

But if you are thinking about making the switch yourself, 
then you’ve probably noticed that choosing a VoIP package 
for your own business can be pretty daunting. There are 
many providers, all boasting a different set of features 
at a wide variety of price ranges, and all promising the 
highest possible call quality.
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INTRODUCTION

In this eBook, we will discuss: 

• Why you should consider getting a VoIP provider
• How you can pick the right one for your business 
• What you can gain from using this solution for 

your business calls 
• What you should keep in mind when looking for 

a VoIP provider



WHAT IS A VOIP AND 
HOW DOES IT WORK?
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VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) is a technology that 
enables people to make phone calls over the internet 
rather than traditional phone lines. When using a VoIP 
platform, your voice is converted into digital signals and 
compressed into data packets. These packets are then 
sent over the internet to the recipient’s device. 

Once they reach their destination, the packages are 
opened and converted back to sound so that the recipient 
can hear you speaking. Since the packets are sent at 
regular intervals between devices, an online conversation 
can flow just as smoothly as a normal phone conversation. 

Thanks to its use of an existing internet connection instead 
of a complicated set of cables and phone equipment, VoIP 
can be set up in a IP Device Caller Voice Audio Breaks Up 
into Packets. 

Packets Sent Over Internet Pockets Reassemble in Order 
and Played Back as Audio Call Destination in 5 matter 
of minutes. As such, you can make internet calls almost 
immediately after getting connected. 
But if you’ve ever tried to make an online call in the past, 
then you might have some doubts about whether or 
not you can even use VoIP for business calls. Thankfully, 
the days of shaking, static, and jumbled calls are mostly 
behind us. 

Thanks to improved internet technology, superfast 
broadband, and mobile connections, we can even use 
VoIP to hold online seminars with hundreds of participants 
and make overseas business calls. All of this with sound 
quality equal to or better than that of a landline. The best 
thing about VoIP is that it offers many more features than 
conventional landline or PBX phones could ever provide. 

For example, since it operates over the internet, your data 
is stored securely in the cloud, where it is fully encrypted. 
This means that you can manage the entire system 
through a web-based dashboard, regardless of the device 
you are using at any given time, without worrying about 
someone gaining access to your data. We’ll discuss all 
of the benefits of making calls through the internet in a 
moment.



VOIP FACTS AND STATISTICS

BY 2027, THE MARKET VALUE PROJECTION 
FOR VOIP SERVICES IS $95 BILLION
(Global Market Insights, 2021)

31% OF BUSINESSES UTILIZE VOIP 
SOLUTIONS IN THEIR ORGANIZATIONS 
(Multicominc, 2021) 

THE CORPORATE VOIP SERVICES MARKET WAS 
WORTH $68.3 BILLION IN 2021
(Research and Markets, 2021) 

Having improved so much in the past few years, VoIP technology can finally demonstrate its full potential. With 
unmatched flexibility, scalability, and high call quality, it’s no surprise that internet calls have grown in popularity 
recently. What’s more, businesses are abandoning traditional POTS lines due to the high maintenance costs, 
making VoIP an excellent option for business calls. Here are some recent statistics to prove it:

61% WILL BE REPLACING TRADITIONAL PHONE 
SYSTEMS WITH VOIP SOLUTIONS 
(Hosting Tribunal, 2021) 

Based on these statistics, it’s 
pretty evident that landlines 
and fixed telephone services 
will soon become obsolete.

Based on these statistics, it’s evident that landlines and 
fixed telephone services will soon become obsolete.



THE BENEFITS of VOIP
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 VoIP is Cost-Effective

The affordability of cloud solutions is one of the biggest 
reasons why companies choose it over landlines. For 
startups and small businesses, implementing a cloud 
solution can lower their call costs by as much as 90%. But 
businesses that already have working landlines and PBX 
can also save a good proportion of their budgets. After 
switching to VoIP, companies saw average savings of 50% 
to 75%. 

First, they can save a significant amount of money on 
installation costs. Whether you’re just starting out or 
moving to a new location, you’ll need to set up your phone 
system first. And for landlines, that means paying for: 

Overall, the end cost of installing a landline system might 
be approximately $800 to $1,000 per employee. And if 
you have to move to a different location or open a new 
branch office, you will have to pay again for a new phone 
line set up. 

Setting up internet calls is much cheaper - you don’t 
need to buy multiple pieces of hardware, or run cables 
throughout your office. Instead, it just takes a stable 
internet connection, a headset, a VoIP-capable router for 
the technology to work, and a reliable VoIP installation 
company like EVERNET. 

What’s more, you can use one account for as many 
locations as you like, regardless of the distance. Because 
of this, employees working in your main office and those 
working from home can both use the same account. 

In fact, even employees from branch offices in other 
cities (or countries) can use one and the same account. 
You therefore only need to purchase one subscription 
plan rather than set multiple phone lines in different 
locations.

You Can Use Your Phone For
Both Work And Personal Calls

Another area where you can save a lot of money and 
have more flexibility is the devices that you use to make 
calls. With landlines, you can only use regular phones or 
PBX systems, which - simply put - aren’t the cheapest. 

PBX systems typically cost around $1,000 per user, so they 
can get pretty expensive if you have a lot of employees. 
Moreover, when choosing the devices for them to use, 
you’ll either have to pay full price or sign a long-term 
contract.

VoIP can again make things far easier - your employees 
will be able to work from anywhere and on any device, as 
long as they have a stable internet connection to access 
the service. They don’t have to be present in the office or 
at their desk in order to answer the phone. 

As long as the VoIP software is installed, users can even 
switch from their desk phone to a mobile, for example, 
and carry on with their work. A result of this is that you 
won’t have to buy a whole new set of phones — your 
team will be able to start working on the devices that they 

If your business relies on landline phone systems or costly PBX installations, now might 
be the time to switch to a cloud solution. Here’s what you can gain by switching.

• Wiring and installation of the phone lines 
• Hardware and equipment required for the  

phone system to work
• Separate phone lines for each of your employees 
• Setting up a PBX system with compatible devices 
• An IT technician’s help to set everything up and  

maintain the phone lines



already own. You don’t have to worry about compatibility 
issues either. You can simply replace your devices with 
new ones whenever you want and then just log into the 
platform and start working.

It’s Easy To Set Up, With No Need 
For A New Line Of Hardware

A cloud calling service is significantly cheaper to set up 
than a landline. Besides the amount of equipment you 
should have for each, there is also a difference in how 
long it takes to get each system up and running. 

Choosing a phone operator and getting your phone 
activated typically takes 2 to 3 weeks, depending on the 
size of your office and how busy the service provider is. 
On the other hand, if you already have a working internet 
connection in the building, basically all you need to start 
with VoIP is to create an account on your chosen platform, 
buy a subscription plan, and set up the system. 

You can even start making VoIP calls using your mobile 
plan in the event your building does not yet have 
an established internet connection. We would only 
recommend using mobile data as a temporary solution, 
though, especially if you plan on making a high number 
of calls every day. 

The Sound Quality Is Better 
Than On Traditional Phones

Despite their high costs, analog phones at least offer stable 
and reliable call quality, including long-distance calls. So 
how does VoIP measure up? You may be surprised to 
learn that online calls sound as good, if not better than 
on landlines. There are two main reasons for this. 

Firstly, Internet speeds have dramatically improved. The 
quality of voice calls is determined by the speed at which 
online platforms can send and receive voice packets. In 
the early days of the internet, the average connection 
speed was nowhere near sufficient for handling phone 

calls. But look at the situation now. The average internet 
speed increased from around 5 Mbps in 2009 to 96 Mbps 
in 2018, according to Ookla, the company behind internet 
Speedtest.net. In 2022, you can easily find a provider that 
can offer greater than 1 Gbps broadband.

Because of this, it only takes a millisecond for a voice 
packet to pass between destinations (no matter how far 
apart they are), so there is virtually no difference between 
the quality of internet and landline calls. VoIP systems 
have another advantage over landlines - HD audio. Online 
calls use a combination of wideband audio codecs instead 
of the narrowband codecs used in analog calls. The main 
difference here is that, by using wideband technology, 
audio can be transmitted far beyond the narrowband 
frequency limit of 3.4 kHz — all the way up to 7 kHz, in 
fact. Thanks to this expanded frequency range, you can 
have much clearer phone calls and hear crisper-sounding 
voices.

Here are some ways in which this technology can 
improve the quality of your calls:

“A cloud calling service 
is significantly cheaper 
to set up than a landline.”

•   Crystal-clear sound — When you call your next 
lead or customer, you can hear the full range 
of their voicewithout any disturbances. If you 
are using a headset, you can eliminate virtually 
all background noise as well. Therefore, you 
don’t have to worry about repeating yourself or 
having to ask your customers to say something 
again. 

• No additional setup or equipment is needed — 
HD voice calls work exactly like analog calls — 
you don’t have to press any special buttons or 
buy any special equipment for them. This means 
you can enjoy HD voice calls on all supported 
devices, even mobile ones. 

• Optimal bandwidth usage — HD Voice 
automatically upgrades calls to the highest-
possible quality using a variety of codecs. 
Additionally, the provider will adapt to your 
network in order to provide HD audio for all of 
your mobile devices. 



You Can Make International
Calls At Low Rates

When you make most of your phone calls locally, your 
monthly phone bill is probably easy to predict. Long-
distance and international calls, on the other hand, can 
inflate your expenses to staggering proportions. 

Depending on where you want to call, you can pay as 
little as 30 cents per minute or as much as 2 dollars per 
minute. So, if you make frequent overseas calls with 
a landline phone, your bills will start to pile up rather 
quickly. Fortunately, you can drastically reduce your 
international call costs while making as many long-
distance calls as you need. 

VoIP relies on the internet rather than physical phone 
lines, so distance doesn’t matter - you can make 
international calls for the same price as local ones. 
Let’s say you live in the United States but you have a 
branch office in England. With landlines, getting in touch 
regularly would be pretty pricey. However, by using VoIP, 
you can make contact as often as you want and pay only 
a fraction of the costs of international calls on landlines. 

You can also purchase a phone number in another 
country and then call it at local rates. So if you want to 
regularly call your London branch office, you can simply 
use cloud calling services to obtain a British telephone 
number even if your office is located in the United States. 
That way, every time you call someone in the United 
Kingdom, it will be charged as a local call rather than an 
international one.

Voip Calls Are Secure 
Thanks To Encryption

Some businesses fear that VoIP phone systems might 
be hacked, so they stick with traditional landlines. You 
don’t have to worry, as most online solutions have a 
number of tools in place to help protect your business 
data as well as your calls. Call encryption is one of those 
powerful tools. 

A VoIP encryption process turns voice data packets into 
unreadable pieces of data and only deciphers them 
once they arrive at their destination. So even if a hacker 
managed to intercept or eavesdrop on a call, they would 
only hear a jumbled mess of noise instead of the actual 
conversation. 

In addition to the Secure Real-time Transport Protocol 
(SRTP), most providers also use Transport Layer Security 
(TLS) or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) over TLS to 
protect additional call information. The TLS encryption 
algorithm scrambles data such as phone numbers, caller 
names, and usernames, making the data virtually useless 
to hackers. It also prevents message tampering and calls 
eavesdropping. 

Some cloud platforms also offer the Perfect Forward 
Secrecy (PFS) encryption system, which is the most 
advanced form of secure data transfer currently 
available. PFS refers to an encryption system in which 
encryption and decryption keys are changed frequently 
and automatically. This way, even if the most recent key 
is hacked, a minimal amount of sensitive data would be 
exposed.  Because of these measures, 94% of businesses 
report improved security upon switching to cloud-based 
communication services, according to Salesforce data.
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“...so distance doesn’t matter - 
you can make international calls 
for the same price as local ones.”

“A VoIP encryption process turns voice data 
packets into unreadable pieces of data and 
only deciphers them once they arrive at  
their destination.”



WHY SWITCH FROM PBX TO VOIP
All of those benefits might sound tempting, but if you 
have been using a PBX system for years then suddenly 
switching to an entirely new technology might make 
you feel anxious. Yes, your current PBX may be pretty 
costly and kind of limited, but you know exactly how it 
works whereas VoIP is entirely new to you. But there 
are plenty of areas where VoIP leaves even the most 
expensive PBX systems far behind. Let’s have a look at  
some of them. 

PBX Systems are Expensive and Outdated

In addition to PBX phone sets being very costly, copper 
phone lines are becoming increasingly expensive 
with each passing year. As telephone poles and wiring 
age, they require more frequent maintenance to keep 
them from malfunctioning. This is made even more 
difficult because replacement parts are often no longer 
manufactured and therefore hard to find. 

The number of technicians who can maintain such lines 
is also decreasing, as many with the requisite knowledge 
are approaching retirement. Due to all of this, many 
phone providers have already announced that they 
will stop supporting traditional phone lines. This will of 
course result in PBX systems becoming obsolete as well. 

VoIP Is More Affordable  
and Offers More Features

In contrast to the increasing costs of landline calls 
and PBX sets (which were never cheap to begin with), 
VoIP is a more affordable way to make business calls. 
Subscription plans start from as low as $25 a month 
and can be used as soon as you set up the platform. 
In particular, small companies that struggle to pay for 
setting up regular phone lines will notice a difference 

here. But VoIP isn’t just about being cheap - it’s also about 
how much more bang companies can get for their buck.  

These systems offer many features that are either 
unavailable in PBX sets or very expensive to add, like IVR 
menus and automatic call recording. If you require them, 
your provider can even add custom features. The most 
important thing to note is that the majority of the most 
useful features are available even on the cheapest plans. 
As such, no matter what the size of a company is, they 
can enjoy a much larger range of features than they ever 
could with a traditional telephone system.

VoIP Is Easier To Use Than PBX
 
You might be surprised to learn that VoIP solutions are 
also much easier to use than PBX systems. First, you can 
make calls from your computer to anyone and anywhere 
as long as you have a good internet connection.

You do not have to do anything overly technical for setup 
either. All you need to do is to create an account in the 
chosen VoIP platform, add devices to the system, set up 
the accounts, and you can start making calls straight away. 

Making calls on an iPhone or Android is even easier, 
since you just have to download a free app, log in, and 
you’re ready to go. Any changes or updates to accounts 
can also be added without any difficulties, even if you 
aren’t a particularly tech-savvy person. 

“Subscription plans start from as low as 
$25 a month and can be used as soon 
as you set up the platform.”



Want to add new users or features, customize the 
dashboard, or maybe switch your plan to a higher tier? 
All of this can be done right from the application’s main 
interface in just a few clicks, without the help of an IT 
specialist. Internet On-Premise IP-PBX Desk Phones VoIP 
Provider Internet Desk Phones VoIP Provider Hosted 
PBX IP PBX SIP Trunking. 

VoIP Is More Reliable Than PBX Systems

PBX systems were once renowned for their reliability 
and security - there was no risk of hacker attacks or 
anyone outside your network eavesdropping on calls. 

Power outages aren’t a problem with PBX phones 
either because they don’t rely on electricity to function. 
Additionally, all of your business data is stored in your 
office, so there’s little chance that criminals could gain 
access to it. 

Hardware failure is the only problem here: if a technical 
issue occurs, the entire system might be down until a 
qualified PBX technician arrives. VoIP may seem less 
reliable here, being dependent on a power source and 
internet connection. 

Moreover, with how popular internet calling systems are 
becoming, they are a prime target for cybercriminals. 
But when configured correctly, VoIP phones can, in fact, 
be more secure than landlines. At EVERNET, we use call 
encryption to protect both your calls and your customers’ 
data, including their names and phone numbers. 

We know that our reputation depends on how well we 
protect your data within the cloud. We have some tried 
and tested technologies to protect your business against:

We do this through encryption, private clouds, fraud 
prevention measures, and two-factor authentication. 
We’ll help you improve security features and find 
potential vulnerabilities in the system before they can be 
exploited. 

Additionally, almost all cloud systems operating today 
offer disaster recovery tools to their customers. If your 
call center hardware malfunctions or there’s a power 
outage, your work is usually put on hold until the problem 
is fixed or the electricity is restored. 

With cloud tools, though, you and your employees can 
simply switch to another device or move to another 
location with working electricity to continue your work. 
As such, no matter what the size of a company is, they 
can enjoy a much larger range of features than they ever 
could with a traditional telephone system.

“At EVERNET, we use call encryption 
to protect both your calls and your 
customers’ data, including their 
names and phone numbers.” 

• Breaches 
• Leaks
• Viruses
• Hacking attacks
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CHOOSING A VOIP SERVICE:  
THINGS TO CONSIDER

If you’ve already done some research regarding cloud 
services, you’ve probably noticed how difficult it can be 
to pick a provider — there are so many options! Type 
“VoIP platform” into Google and you’ll get a staggering 
21 million results. 

The popular software comparison website Capterra has 
reviewed nearly 300 different systems. So how do you 
choose just one? And, more importantly, how can you 
determine which one would be best for your business? 
To avoid picking the wrong service provider, business 
owners should thoroughly consider the different options 
and think carefully about what exactly they need from a 
VoIP service. 

To help you with your research, we have put together 
a list of all the factors you ought to consider before 
selecting a VoIP provider. After, you’ll also find a checklist 
with some good questions to ask before choosing a 
platform for your business. 

Your Budget

VoIP services are generally cheaper than landlines, but 
that doesn’t mean you’ll save money no matter what 
provider you choose. You may be disappointed with the 
quality of your calls and the features that come along 
with the cheapest platform. 

On the other hand, the most expensive cloud-calling 
packages might provide you with dozens of features that 
you don’t need. Furthermore, some providers charge 
extra for features, additional minutes, and more users. 
When discussing available packages with your VoIP 
provider, be sure to have a budget in mind so you avoid 
running into financial difficulties early on. 

You should also ask them a couple of questions regarding 
issues such as: 

If you are looking for the best deal for your organization, 
be sure to compare the features and pricing of a few 
different VoIP packages, but don’t rely on price alone. If 
you aren’t sure how to go about it, EVERNET will help you 
find the best deals in the market. 

Features and Functionality

VoIP can offer a tremendous amount of features for 
very low costs. Features such as call forwarding, auto-
attendant, voicemail, and Interactive voice response are 
pretty much standard now, and they can do a great deal 
to help boost your team’s work rate.

According to Cisco, small businesses experience 77% 
improved productivity when using VoIP features. Despite 
the fact that most of the above features are usually 
available even on the lowest tier plans, there are some 
tools you may have to pay extra for, like advanced 
analytics and specific integrations. 

That’s why you should think carefully about what 
features your team needs in order to avoid overspending 
on tools you will hardly use. You should also check with 
your provider to ensure that you will not be charged for 
upgrades, new feature rollouts, or any changes made 
to your account. If you don’t, those additional fees can 
quickly inflate the cost of the package you picked.
 

• Initial installation and setup fees 
• International and local phone rates 
• Staff training and support costs
• Maintenance charges 
•  Prices for adding additional features

“VoIP can offer a tremendous 
amount of features for very 

low costs.”



Third-Party Integrations by EVERNET

Even though VoIP solutions by themselves are incredibly 
useful, their real power becomes apparent when they 
are combined with other business applications. When 
connected to your CRM or helpdesk tool, cloud calling 
platforms offer a never-seen-before level of convenience 
and a significant productivity boost. 

How about having a customer’s profile information visible 
just before answering their call? Or having CRM data flow 
easily into your VoIP platform without having to manually 
execute synchronization protocols? Integrating cloud 
phone systems with business applications like Zoho, 
Salesforce, and Gmail enhances employee productivity 
because these platforms can transfer data efficiently 
and eliminate repetitive tasks. 

That’s why you should take a careful look at what 
integrations the service you are considering offers 
and whether or not they support the tools your team 
is currently using. The more integrations each system 
has, the better. Also, check if the provider supports 
integrations with Zapier and Integromat. 

These applications allow you to connect hundreds 
of business tools together, allowing you almost total 
freedom over the ones you want to use. For instance, if 
any of your business tools have to be replaced, Zapier 
support will enable you to transfer the data between 
your old and new solution instantly. 

Reliability

Generally speaking, VoIP phone services are now far more 
reliable than they used to be. However, that shouldn’t 
stop you from asking the vendor whether or not they 
have a plan in place for emergencies. For example, what 
happens if your phone line stops working? At the very 
least, you should be able to route calls to a landline or 
mobile number automatically. 

It would be a good idea to ask if they have a list of 
supported devices or if the platform will be compatible 
with any internet-connected device. You should also ask 
the vendor about their data centers and infrastructure, 
e.g. is there a disaster recovery plan in place and how 
many data centers do they have?

It’s also a good idea to find out about their guaranteed 
uptime - 99.999% is the current industry standard. Most 
providers should have a website where you can check 
their current and past uptime. Knowing these kinds of 
things in advance guarantees a sort of safety net for your 
company should anything go wrong.

Customer Service
 
As you move away from your traditional PBX set or add 
a phone line for your new business, you will have many 
questions and a lot of issues to solve. It is essential to 
ensure that your new phone provider is available to 
answer any questions you might have so that you can get 
the most out of your phone system.Almost all vendors 
offer clients 24/7 support through phone calls and live 
chats, so you can reach out to them right away in the 
event any problems arise. If you think you may need 
frequent technical support, check whether your VoIP 
provider offers free customer support and, if not, what they 
charge for assistance. 

“These applications allow 
you to connect hundreds

of business tools together, 
allowing you almost total 

freedom over the ones  
you want to use.” 

“It would be a good idea to ask if they
have a list of supported devices or if 
the platform will be compatible with 

any internet-connected device.”

“Your VoIP provider’s technical staff is 
usually responsible for guaranteeing 

the overall security of your VoIP system.”



To know more about their level of customer support, we 
suggest reading the reviews and comments from other 
users on websites such as Capterra or G2. You can learn 
a lot about your platform of choice and its customer 
support capabilities from these sorts of reviews. 

Security

Your VoIP provider’s technical staff is usually responsible 
for guaranteeing the overall security of your VoIP 
system. When choosing your new provider, you should 
take a closer look at the level of protection they provide, 
especially if you deal with large volumes of client data. 
Security is one of our major priorities at EVERNET.

Ask your VoIP provider about the methods they use 
for data encryption, whether or not their platform is 
compliant with data protection laws, and if their system 
is regularly scanned for vulnerabilities. 

Additionally, it is important to ask how they deal with 
security breaches and what you should do in such 
situations. Below, we have included a short checklist 
of essential points to consider when weighing up your 
options. We hope it makes it easier for you to compare 
different brands.

Also, most VoIP providers offer free trials so that you can 
test their system inside and out. It’s always a good idea to 
take a few platforms for a test drive. Pay attention to how 
long each trial lasts, though - while 14 days is the standard, 
some providers might offer only 7 days or even less. That 
might not be enough for you to see how the platform and 
its features work for your business.

• How many phone calls do you expect to make
  each month? 
• What kind of service will you need? 
 (local, long-distance, international) 
• Which features are important to you? 
 (call waiting, caller ID, voicemail, etc.)
• What kind of customer service do you expect 
 from your provider? (phone support,  
 online chat support, email support)
• How much does each platform cost in total?
• Are you looking for a provider with a low monthly  

fee or without contracts?
• Can you use your VoIP service on your computer 

 and/or mobile device? 
• What third-app integrations can each  

provider offer? 
• How can the provider guarantee the  

safety of your data? 

“Your VoIP provider’s technical staff is 
usually responsible for guaranteeing 

the overall security of your VoIP system.”



VOICE OVER IP IN  
VARIOUS INDUSTRIES

Virtual phone systems can benefit any organization - small 
businesses, mid-sized enterprises, or multinational corporations. 
This technology offers all of them a variety of benefits including 
speed, flexibility, and high accessibility. And since VoIP 
technology is not industry-specific, companies from various 
sectors can successfully adapt it for better communication. So 
let’s look at how VoIP can benefit organizations of various types 
across various industries:

RETAIL

Nowadays, retailers need to go that extra mile in order keep 
their customers satisfied and willing to stay with them for the 
long haul. The virtual phone numbers offered by VoIP platforms 
can be an effective tool for building strong client relationships. 

They offer a stable way of communicating with your customers 
whenever it is required. Data from analytical tools can also help 
you create personalized offers for each customer and respond 
to their issues as fast as possible. That allows retailers to be 
there for their customers whenever they need it and increases 
the chances that customers will make repeat purchases and 
spread the good word about your particular brand. 

SUPPORT

For any company, ensuring that clients receive excellent and 
prompt support is a must. And clients have gotten pretty 
demanding of late. More than 65% of people have higher 
expectations for customer service today than they did 3 to 5 
years ago. Not only do customers have plenty of questions about 
product specifications, payment methods, and return policies, 
but they also expect someone to answer those questions 

straight away. Otherwise, they may change their minds about 
making a purchase. In order to ensure that clients’ needs are 
addressed in short order, many support teams have turned to 
VoIP services. 

The features offered by many VoIP platforms can also make a 
huge difference when it comes to customer support levels. For 
example, with call routing, there is no need for callers to wait on 
hold for hours because they can be quickly transferred to a free 
agent via smart routing systems. 

Because VoIP services offer agents all of the information 
they need about callers before they even answer the phone, 
providing exceptional customer support is easier than ever. 

Healthcare 

It doesn’t matter if your organization is a public health 
department, a small doctor’s office, or a large corporate medical 
chain–you need a reliable phone system. 

To ensure that patients get the help they need, medical experts 
should stay connected at all times and keep multiple lines of 
communication open. 
Here, cloud-based phone systems can be a great asset because 
they can both reduce expenses and increase productivity. Since 
they can be accessed from any device and anywhere, virtual 
phone solutions can improve overall communication. 

Even when professionals are away from their actual workplaces, 
they can enhance the quality of the medical care they provide 
by accessing case records, electronic medical files, and patient 
information. 
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REAL ESTATE

If you are a realtor, having a virtual phone number could be 
the perfect way to reach out to customers at any time. First of 
all, real estate agents need to be available to their customers 
around the clock or they could miss significant business 
opportunities. A VoIP platform will ensure that your real estate 
company does not miss out on any potential clients, as they can 
get in touch with you instantly. 

Because online calls can be taken on any device as long as there’s 
a stable internet connection, agents can make or answer the 
calls even while on the road. This means they can gain access to 
the same data they would have in the office. 

Education 

You can use VoIP calls to let students, parents, or officials quickly 
contact the right teacher or employee. You can even choose to 
customize the mode of communication during and after-school 
hours and create custom messages.
 
VoIP solutions can also help educational institutions protect 
their data better. All schools keep records of students’ 
attendance, grades, transcripts, and medical records, not to 
mention personal details. 

Ensuring that this information is kept to an extremely high 
standard of security is crucial. And, as opposed to what you 
may think, keeping such data on cloud platforms is actually a far 
more secure option than storing them on-site. Features such as 
data encryption and multifactor authentication can significantly 
help educational institutions protect their students’ data from 
leaking, while also giving them access to it whenever needed.

E-COMMERCE

E-commerce has the advantage of being able to serve customers 
on a 24-hour basis because transactions take place exclusively 
online. 

This means that customers can buy a product at any time of 
the day or night. But can you provide 24/7 customer service? 
With VoIP platforms, it’s actually pretty easy to do just that. VoIP 
allows teams to work from any location and even share one 
account between multiple places. 

By having employees working across different time zones, 
customer service can be made available around the clock. 

To make things even more convenient for their customers, 
business owners can choose number prefixes that allow 
customers to pay local call charges – encouraging them to 
call more often. With this and multiple other features, you 
can provide a great customer experience that will keep your 
shoppers coming back time and again.

“A VoIP platform will ensure that your real 
estate company does not miss out on any 
potential clients, as they can get in touch 
with you instantly.” 



At EVERNET, we’re the best IT vendor for all your business 
phone systems. Once you’re ready to procure a VoIP 
package, you can count on our expertise to negotiate on 
your behalf and offer you the best prices in the market. 
We simplify procurement, implementation, and life cycle 
management.

Our company consists of highly qualified IT professionals 
who work directly with you and with your already existing 
technology. Once we configure your phone systems, we’ll 
also maintain and back them up properly for maximum 
security. 

In the event of an IT emergency with your phone systems, 
we’ll walk with you every step of the way. We shall monitor 
your hardware, software, and systems either on-site or 
remotely. We also offer repair services whenever there is 
a breakdown in your systems.

Many people believe VoIP technology is expensive and 
overly complex. But that couldn’t be further from the 
truth. The entire world is now realizing how powerful 
this technology is, and most businesses are ditching 
traditional PBX systems in favor of virtual telephony. 

There is no better time than now to implement a virtual 
phone system and transform your business operations 
for the better. If you have decided to upgrade to a VoIP 
service but are wondering where to begin, the short 
answer is this: move slowly, do your homework, and 
don’t focus solely on cost. 

Research all of the options on the market, test a few 
platforms and then decide. If you pick wisely, you’ll 
quickly see just how useful VoIP can be - enough to make 
you wonder why you didn’t make the switch earlier. Or, if 
you need a bit more help with choosing the right system, 
why not reach out to our support team for help via email 
or call us at (860) 656-7810? We will work with you to set 
up your VoIP platform exactly the way you want it so that 
you can get the most out of this incredible technology.

BUSINESS PHONE SYSTEM  
SETUP WITH EVERNET

Key Take Aways



Reliable IT 
When You Need It

Upgrade to a smarter IT maintenance 
approach with EVERNET Top-Down IT Systems 

and Network Maintenance.

www.EVERNETCO.com | (860) 656-7810

Don’t focus on the management of IT operations, rather focus 
on how IT can help you achieve your business goals.

CONNECT WITH EVERNET
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